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Acoustic time-reversal experiments usually need large arrays of transducers. It is shown that in a
reflecting cavity with negligible absorption one is able to perform a time reversal of elastic waves using
a single element. The field is measured at one point over a long period of time and the time-reversed
signal is reinjected at the same position. Numerical simulations illustrate the process. Experiments
carried out in silicon wafers show that it is possible to obtain an excellent temporal and spatial focusing
quality. [S0031-9007(97)03576-X]

PACS numbers: 43.20.+g, 05.45.+b, 62.30.+d
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In the last few years, time reversal of elastic wav
has grown from its initial experimental setup to a metho
opening a large field of applications as well as a power
tool for fundamental investigations [1]. An acoustic time
reversal (TR) device uses the time-reversal invariance
the wave equation in lossless media. It tries to create
time-reversed counterpart of a given propagating wa
i.e., it attempts to generate a wave that has the sa
shape as the given one, but which propagates in
reverse direction, just as if time were counting backward
In a time-reversal experiment the wave generated by
acoustic source is first measured by an array of revers
piezoelectric transducers located around the source.
acoustic field is sampled, recorded, time reversed, a
reemitted by the array. The time-reversed wave th
created backpropagates and eventually focuses on
location of the initial source, now remaining passiv
In theory, the transducers must cover a closed surfa
around the medium to obtain information about all wav
fronts propagating in all directions. This fact leads
the concept of the closed time-reversal cavity [2].
practice, TR cavities are difficult to realize and the T
operation is usually performed on a limited angular ar
(TR mirror—TRM), thus limiting reversal and focusing
quality. The TRM consists typically of some hundre
elements, or channels. Derodeet al. [3] have found that
the focusing quality is improved if the wave traverse
a multiple scattering medium before arriving on th
transducer array. Through media with high order multip
scattering, the large length of paths involved in th
experiment widens the effective focusing aperture. Aft
the time-reversal operation, the whole multiple scatteri
medium behaves as a coherent focusing source, wit
large angular aperture for enhanced resolution. As
consequence, in multiple scattering media, one is able
reduce the number of channels participating in the T
process. However, in this case, reversal quality depe
crucially on the duration of the time-reversal window, i.e
the length of the recording to be reversed.

In this paper, we are interested in another aspect of m
tiply scattered waves: waves confined in closed refle
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ing cavities such as elastic waves propagating in a silic
wafer. With such boundary conditions, no informatio
can escape from the system and a reverberant acou
field is created. If, moreover, the cavity shows ergod
properties and negligible absorption, one may hope to c
lect all information at only one point. We present in th
Letter experiments and numerical simulations proving th
a time reversal can be obtainedusing only one TR chan-
nel operating in a closed cavity. The improvement o
reversal quality with increasing time-reversal window
quantified. However, it is shown that, even for window
of infinite duration, reversal quality is limited because o
multiple reflections passing over the TR transducer.

First, we present a finite difference simulation of
scalar wave field inside a 2D cavity in the shape of
disk with one segment cut off. The corresponding billia
of the same form shows chaotic properties [4], so th
form has been chosen to ensure ergodicity. In addition
mimics the silicon cavity used in experiments describ
below. The simulation has been performed using
method of second order central differences in spa
and time on a grid of320 3 320 points with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The resolution isDx  0.13 mm
with a time stepDt  0.011 ms for a sound speed of
8000 mys  8 mmyms. The finite difference scheme is
(numerically) weakly anisotropic and dispersive, but th
fact does not seem to harm the process.

Inside the cavity, we introduce two particular pointsA
and B, both able to act as a source or as a measur
instrument. A starts att  0 by emitting a short pulse
of Gaussian shape of widtht  0.04 ms [Fig. 1(a) at
t  0.5 ms]. After several reflections 1(b), 1(c), the wav
field acquires a foggy distribution in which wave front
can no longer be distinguished 1(d), 1(e). At pointB,
the resulting wave field is recorded during a long perio
of time T  700 ms without perturbing propagation. At
the end, we stop wave motion and clear the cavity. Th
B reemits a partDT  685 ms of the measured signal
which has been time reversed. Note that the reemiss
is omnidirectional, the information about the direction o
each measured wave front is lost. Using a new origin of t
© 1997 The American Physical Society 407
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FIG. 1(color). Finite difference simulation of a one-channe
time reversal. (a)–(e) Injection of a short pulse inA and
recording inB. (f )–(l) Emission of the time-reversed signal
in B and refocusing.

time scale, the reemission 1(f) begins attR  2T . The
wave field passes again by a foggy distribution 1(g) unt
shortly before refocusing, a wave front emerges from noi
1(h), 1(i). It has the same shape as the initially emitte
one, but propagates in the reverse direction. So it genera
a collapsing circular wave 1(j) that focuses inA at tR  0,
1(k). After focusing, the wave diverges again 1(l).

The success of this time-reversal experiment is partic
larly interesting in two aspects. First,it proves the
feasibility of time reversal in wave systems with chaot
ray dynamics. An equivalent experiment would not be
possible in the case of classical trajectories: Desp
the time-reversal invariance of the governing equations
time reversal would fail due to strong sensitivity to initia
conditions. Paradoxically, in the case of a one-chann
time reversal, chaotic dynamics is not only harmless b
even useful, as it guarantees ergodicity. Second, usi
a source of vanishing aperture, we obtain an almo
perfect focusing quality. The procedure approaches t
performance of a closed time-reversal cavity which has
aperture of 360±. A one-point time reversal in a chaotic
cavity hence produces better results than a TRM in a
open system. Using reflections at the edge, focusi
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quality is not aperture limited, and in addition, th
collapsing wave front approaches the focal spot from
directions.

However, though one obtains excellent focusing, a on
channel time reversal is not perfect, as a weak no
level throughout the system can be observed. To descr
the origin of this noise, it is convenient to consider th
temporal behavior of the elastic wave at a given poin
This will be done through some basic experiments carri
out on silicon cavities.

We have carried out experiments using elastic wav
propagating in a monocrystalline silicon wafer. The mat
rial was chosen for its weak adsorption. In fact, the dec
periods of 10 to 20 ms are much greater than the larg
time-reversal windows used (1.5 ms), so that the mean
tensity level inside can be considered as being constan

The wafers used are disks of thickness525 mm and
diameter between 100 and 125 mm, with a segme
of variable size cut off. There are several modes
propagation possible (SH and two others corresponding
to the Lamb modesS0 andA0), propagation is dispersive
and anisotropic. But the observed phenomena can
described successfully without taking these facts in
account. Wave speeds vary between 2000 and8000 mys
and rays in the cavity encounter typically between 80 a
400 reflections during a time-reversal experiment.

Elastic waves are injected by aluminum cones fixe
to transverse transducers (Fig. 2). Their tip touches t
wafer and, vibrating in a given polarization, excites th
different propagation modes. In addition, they can act
measuring instruments for the same polarization. Aft
excitation, their influence on the billiard is negligible. Al
transducers are lined to the electronics of a time-rever
mirror, able to send, receive, and time reverse arbitra
signals. We use transducers with a central frequency
1 MHz and a bandwidth of 100%. The electronics of th
TRM samples each channel at a 10 MHz rate and digitiz
them on 8 bits. Each one receives and emits up to 15 0
sampling points, allowing a total of 1.5 ms.

The experiment is a two-step process as describ
above: In the first step, we inject with one of th
transducers, calledA, a short signal of duration0.5 ms
(central frequency 1 MHz) into the wafer [Fig. 3(a)]

FIG. 2. Experimental setup.
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FIG. 3. Some characteristic signals. (a) Excitation puls
introduced at pointA into the wafer. (b) Typical shape of
a signal received at pointB. (c) and (d) Typical refocusing
peaks obtained at pointA, applying a time-reversal window of
DT  40 ms andDT  1500 ms, respectively.

Another transducer, calledB, observes a long signal
whose appearance is simple noise [Fig. 3(b)], but whic
in fact still contains information. It starts recording afte
a given timet0 and ends at timeT. (The beginning can be
immediately after the emission or after a long period tim
so t0 is typically between10 ms and6 ms  6000 ms.)
In the second step, a part of this signal, the time-revers
window DT (typically 10 ms 1.5 ms), is time reversed
and reemitted byB. We now observe, inA, a signal of
the same noisy shape as before inB. But exactly at time
T after the reemission, one can see a sharp peak, stand
out more or less from the surrounding (temporal) sid
lobes, depending on the size of the time-reversal windo
DT . Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show two of these refocusin
peaks: the first one for smallDT , the second one for a
large value ofDT . A large window is favorable to obtain
a sharp peak.

We have used an optical interferometer to analyze t
spatial distribution of the refocusing peaks. In fact,A0
is the only propagation mode which is detectable by th
interferometer in this frequency range. Figure 4(a) show
the wave field attR  0 for a time-reversal window of
DT  1.5 ms on a square of15 3 15 mm around the
e
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FIG. 4. A0 component of the focal spot. (a) Wave field a
tR  0 on a square of15 3 15 mm. (b) cut of the focal spot.

focal spot, sampled in steps of 0.25 mm. We observ
a focal spot of circular symmetry. Figure 4(b) show
a cut of the focal spot using a step of 0.05 mm. It
26 dB width of 1.1 mm corresponds to a perfect focusin
(i.e., ly2) of an A0 wave whose phase velocity has bee
evaluated experimentally to 2600 mys at the observed
signal’s central frequency of 1.2 MHz.

As DT grows to infinity, the refocusing signal in
A tends, after normalization, to an asymptotic signa
S`stRd. The amplitude of the refocusing signal observe
in A increases linearly withDT : sDT stRd  DTS`stRd
as DT ! `. This is an interesting aspect of focusing
experiments: The amplitude of the focal spot can b
increased not only by amplification of the emitted signa
but also by emission of alonger signal. Hence this
technique permits high-amplitude focusing using a sing
transducer that is limited in power.

However,S` does not, as may be hoped for focusin
experiments, consist of a single peak attR  0. In fact,
one still observes low-level residual side lobes aroun
the peak [see Fig. 3(d); asDT is large, the shape of the
observed signal here is close toS`].

The origin of the residual side lobes is described below
but it is useful to understand first how the refocusin
signal converges toDT S` for finite DT . A qualitative
response can be found by the following reasoning: L
fstd be the signal emitted by the initial sourceA. Imagine
that B receives a signal which is a superposition o
409
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multiply reflected signals of the same shape. Durin
reemission,B sends each reversed signal not only in th
direction where it came from, but in all directions. A
signal taking the “good” direction traces exactly its wa
back and arrives attR  0 in A. Thus we obtain at this
point a constructive interference, giving a peak of sha
fs2tRd. Its amplitude increases linearly with the size o
the time-reversal window. The signals taking the “bad
direction may also arrive inA, but their superposition
may be considered as a purely random process. Theref
the amplitude of the noise created in this way increas
linearly with

p
DT . The peak-to-noise ratio is finally

found to increase with the square root of the time
reversal window, and hence the intensity ratio increas
in a linear way. The proportionality factor can be
predicted by a more rigorous reasoning and compared
experimental data. In Fig. 5, we compare the theoretic
and experimental intensity ratio for time-reversal window
of sizes between 40 and1500 ms. The agreement is
excellent. The experimental noise intensity level has be
estimated by evaluating

R
fsDT stRd 2 DTS`stRdg2dtR.

In order to find a more quantitative expression of th
residual temporal sidelobes, consider the signal observ
in A, the source location, after the signal emission
this point. The signal can be described byhAAstdpfstd,
where the impulse responsehAAstd from A to itself is
convolved with the signal functionfstd. It is composed
of a first peak during emission aroundt  0 and some
multiple reflections afterwards, which pass over the sour
point even after the excitation has ended [as in Fig. 1(b
hAAstd describes backscattering properties ofA due to
the boundaries of the cavity. If we had a perfect time
reversal operator (i.e., we simply count time backwards
we would obtain inA the signalhAAs2tRdpfs2tRd, i.e.,
some multiple reflections with a final peak aroundtR  0.
Thus multiple reflections passing over the source point a
one reason for temporal sidelobes inS`. However, due to
reciprocity, the signal obtained inA by a time reversal in
B must be the same as a single inB obtained by a time

FIG. 5. Comparison of experimental and theoretical focusin
quality for varying time-reversal window sizes.
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reversal inA. Thus the impulse responsehBBstd from B
to B must have the same influence onS` ashAA.

It is possible to quantify this influence by an analysi
of the system’s eigenmodes:B measures and injects each
eigenmode proportionally to it amplitude at this point. In
cavities with weak level degeneracy (condition presum
ably enhanced by level repulsion of chaotic systems), o
can show that this effect leads to a closed-form expressi
of S`:

DTS`stRd  shAAs2tRdphBBstRddpfs2tRd

as DT ! ` .

This theorem is confirmed by numerical simulations. A
demonstration and detailed discussion cannot be presen
in this Letter and will be published elsewhere. Note th
interest of this expression: It describes entirely the po
sibilities and limitations of a one-channel time reversa
First, the theorem proves that the received signal actua
resembles a perfectly reversed signalhAAs2tRdpfs2tRd,
and second, the loss of reversal quality is completely d
scribed by the convolution withhBB.

In this Letter, we have presented experiments and n
merical simulations of a time reversal in a closed reflec
ing cavity. It is proven that, using a single time-reversa
channel, a good reversal quality can be obtained. Unlik
in experiments with open systems using a time-revers
mirror, the resulting reversed wave field is not apertur
limited. The signal-to-noise intensity ratio depends lin
early on the size of the time-reversal window. The focus
ing amplitude can be increased by amplification and us
of larger TR windows. However, residual temporal side
lobes persist even for time-reversal windows of infinite
size. They are due to multiple reflections passing ov
the locations of the TR transducers, and their expressi
can be given in a closed form.

Presently, we are working towards making the most o
this expression. For example, the choice of the reversin
point B has a considerable influence on reversal qualit
Furthermore, we attempt to quantify the dependence o
the chaotic behavior of the system. It can be shown tha
in rectangular cavities, a one-channel time reversal do
not work properly.
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